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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA NO.3 GWALIOR 

PERIODIC TEST 1 – 2021-22 

CLASS XI 

 COMPUTER SCIENCE/ INFORMATICS PRACTICES 

Time 1.30 min                                                                                    Max Marks 50 

 

Note: All questions are compulsory 

 

 SECTION A  

1. Identify Input Device from the following 

a. RAM             b. Monitor              c. Light pen         d. speaker 

1 

2. Which of the following is hardware? 

a. RAM Chip      b. Windows OS        c. Compiler           d. keyboard 

1 

3. _____________ works as an interface between Computer and the Hardware 1 

4. Any device/part  which is tangible ( easily seen, felt, or noticed) is called 
_________ 

1 

5. ___________________ converts source code into object code 1 

6.  An Example of volatile memory is ___________________ 1 

7.       Nonvolatile  means ______________ 1 

8.     Android is an example of ___________________ 1 

9.    The main three parts of Mobile CPU are _________________,  Application     

    Processing Unit and Graphics processing Unit. 

1 

10.     In mobile System , SoC stands for _____________________________ 1 

 SECTION B  

1. Which of the following is a valid identifier: 

i. 1sum ii. _sum iii. total marks iv. f l o a t  

1 

2. Which of the following is not a relational operator: 

i. > ii. <= iii. = iv. == 

1 

3. Identify the membership operator from the following: 

i. in ii. not in iii. both i & ii iv. None  

1 
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4. Which one is not an arithmetic operator: 

i. // ii. ** iii. <      iv. All are arithmetic operators 

1 

5. What will be the correct output of the statement :  

>>> 7//5.0 

i. 1.4 ii. 1.0 iii 2 iv. None of the above 

1 

6. What will be the correct output of the statement : 

 >>> 5+2**3*2+5 

i. 28 ii. 20 iii. 26 iv. None of the above 

1 

7. Give the output of the following code: 
>>> 2**2**3 

i. 81 ii. 256 iii. 12 iv. 88 

1 

8. Give the output of the following code: 
>>>7*(8/(5//2)) 

i. 28 ii.   28.0 iii. 20 iv. 60 

1 

9. Single line comments in python begin with… symbol. 
i. # ii. “ iii. % iv. << 
 

1 

10. The input() function always returns a value of type. 
i. Integer ii. float iii. string iv. Complex 
 

1 

11. ……….. function is used to determine the data type of a variable. 
i. type( ) ii. id( ) iii.  print( ) iv. str( ) 
 

1 

12. The smallest individual unit in a program is known as a…………… 
i. Token ii. keyword iii. punctuator iv. Identifier 
 

1 

13.   If a=12 and b=12 then id(a) and id(b) will give  ___________ (same/  

different) address 

1 

14 String is an example of ______________ (immutable / mutable data type) 1 

 SECTION C  
1 Identify the datatype of the following 

a. False            b. “true”             c.   34              d. 45.0 

2 

2   Identify the data type of R in every case .. 

R=[2,3,4]          b. R= (23,12,34,56)  c. R=23/4   d. R=23//4 

2 

3  Identify System Software(s) from the following 

a. UNIX        b. Paint Brush       c. Windows        d. DOS 

1 

4.  In Python IDLE we can work in two modes _________________ & 

________________ 

1 
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 SECTION D  

1. Write a program to calculate Simple Interest. required values must be taken 
from user  

2 

2. Write a program to read 5 float values and calculate their sum and average 3 

3. Write a program to read population of 3 countries and find Which country is 
having largest population 

3 

4. Find out the error(s) in the following code segment. Underline the error part 
and write the correct code in front of the incorrect code 
 
a=input(“Enter age of a person”) 
if a>21 then 
        print(“person is an Adult”) 
else 
print(“person is not an Adult”) 
 

2 

5. Find out the output 
 
print(“ Python is an \n Interactive and easy language”,sep=’*’,end=’**”) 
print(“It is portable”, ” Highly readable langauge“, sep=’&’,end=’**”) 
 

2 

6. Find out the output 
M=[2,4,6,8,12,16,20] 
print(“List is “,M) 
M[2]=9 
M[-3]=22 
print(“Now List is “, M) 
 

2 

 SECTION E 
CASE STUDY BASED QUESTIONS 

 

1. Priyanka is wants to type a NOTICE for school on computer but she is 
confused about few things. Help her by giving answers of the following : 
a. Which Software should be used for this purpose  
b. The software used to type NOTICE comes under which category of 

Software 
c. Where to Save NOTICE ? The storage device which will be used to store 

this NOTICE, comes under Primary Storage or Secondary Storage? 
 

3 

2. Rohit wants to check address and type of Objects (variables) in python but he 
does not know how to do this. Help him by suggesting proper python command 

2 

3.  Raksha has made program to add two numbers. Though program is not 
showing any error but she is not getting desired output. Help her to find out 
actual problem 
 
N1=input(“Enter any number”) 
N2=input(“Enter another number”) 
R=N1+N2 
print(“Sum of “,N1,”and”,N2,”is”.R) 
 

1 


